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■ Project summary
The Second World War has had a
lasting impact on the landscape of
the 2 Seas area. Many physical
remains such as bunkers and
fortifications still remain but are
derelict and inaccessible to the
public. Keys to understanding the
history of World War 2 and its
material legacy are the memories
of eye-witnesses. Combining both
physical and intellectual heritage
offers important sources of
information and the opportunity to
learn more about this historical
period. The WW2 Heritage project
aims to ensure the preservation of
this heritage and improve access to
it. The partnership comprises of 10
partners from 4 countries of the 2
Seas area, each responsible for key

WW2 heritage sites and experts in interpreting this heritage. Together they will make an
inventory of the physical relics, collect memories of WW2 eye-witness accounts, improve access
to this heritage and to partner’s heritage knowledge, as well as producing interpretive
information and educational programmes. WW2 Heritage will also develop the touristic
potential of these sites by creating a range of interactive and digital applications and
pedestrian, cycling and driving “discovery trails”.

■ Activities

What was the project trying to achieve?
The overall aim of the project was to ensure the preservation and improve accessibility of the
material and immaterial heritage of the Second World War in the 2 Seas region by cross border
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cooperation. This overall aim was achieved by realising the following operational objectives: A.
To collect, document and interpret the unwritten or undocumented legacy of WW2 in the 2 Seas
area (oral history, eye-witness stories, physical traces), to complete the picture of the course
and impact of WW2 on the targeted sites in the participating regions and make this information
available for the general public. B. To physically preserve and manage WW2 heritage assets in
the 2 Seas area, with the aim to make sites and the heritage they represent accessible to the
public. These assets include both sites with physical WW2 heritage (structures, traces in
landscape) and objects dating back to and telling part of the WW2 story. C. To educate and
inform the public about the WW2 history in the participating regions and targeted sites, and
including local communities as key actors in preserving this heritage. D. To develop the
economic potential of the WW2 heritage and assets by supporting their exploitation for the
tourism sector. E. To make the project and its achievements known to the wider community of
heritage and tourism actors in 2 Seas (Communication and Dissemination).

What were the activities implemented?
Making history accessible: creating and improving access to the history and heritage of WW2
for the general public. Partners exchanged and developed approaches for management and
accessibility of WW2 heritage, used in the implementation of a series of measures to improve
accessibility of their respective WW2 heritage assets and sites (Toorenvliedt, Oranjemolen,
Raversyde, Fort des Dunes). During the 4 familiarisation visits partners visited each other’s
WWII heritage, specifically the parts to be developed within the projects and discussed the
plans and best practices. An average of 20 partners attended these visits. SMCO however could
only attend the last, having no project manager in the first year in which 3 visits took place.
Partners developed information materials for visitors of the WW2 heritage sites and museums.
We made educational programmes for primary schools and created a ‘Webquest’ for
secundary schools. These programmes are accessible via the website. Develop WW2-related
tourism: We created a network of WW2 Heritage Sites as tourism destinations, specifically
through the website and routes. Interactive, digital presentation and information tools about
the partners heritage sites and regional and cross-border WW2 history are presented on the
project's website. Discovery routes for hiking or cycling around and between the represented
sites and a cross-border car route connecting sites are accessible through the mobile app which
is free of charche downloadable vice iTunes or for iPhone (https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/wwii-
heritage/id886577853?mt=8) and Android (https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?
id=com.grdd.wwii0

■ Results

What were the key results of the project?
Activity 1 – Data collection and research • 1 Report recording physical remains: all records are
integrated in the map • 1 Map of the cross-border distribution and typology of WW2 remains •
Available oral history accounts (interviews) published on the website, linked to the themes, list
published in crossborder publication • 100 interviews reports from participating regions (mainly
Zeeland, Essex/East of England, West Flanders) • 1 Cross-border historic publication • Activity 2
– Making History Accessible • 1 best practice compendium published on website • 4
familiarisation visits • modernised presentations at Raversijde museum • access path created
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on the grounds of Fort des Dunes, Leffrinckoucke • memorial centre created in/around
Oranjemolen, Vlissingen • a network of interpretative shields/billboards on sites around Essex
and Suffolk • Park Toorenvliedt, Middelburg, open as WW2 memorial environment •
information materials for use on WW2 heritage sites and museums

Did all partners and territories benefit from the results?
All partners and territories benefitted from the project. Target groups directly addressed by the
project activities: A. Actors and organisations involved in management of and communication
about heritage and the commemoration and explanation of the history of WW2. B. Owners and
managers, staff and volunteers of WW2 related museums and heritage sites in the partner
regions C. Eye-witnesses / people who have lived through WW2 in the partner regions D. The
scientific community and members of general public with an interest in (regional) WW2 history
E. Schools / educational institutes F. Regional tourism associations Indirect or beneficiary
groups in the long run are H. Youth / school children / students of all ages benefit from
educational materials and programmes: the educational package and the webquest I. Tourists
and visitors coming to the WW2 Heritage sites: specifically regional and cross border routes J.
Businesses in tourism related sectors of the regional economy benefit from increased attraction
of their region to tourists and visitors K. Public authorities, owners and managers of heritage
sites benefit specifically from the best practice compendium and the capacity building program
consisting of 4 capacity building sessions. L. Local communities and inhabitants of partner
regions All groups benefit from: The physical improvements and educational accessibility,
specifically the memorial areas in Vlissingen (Oranjemolen), Middelburg (Toorenvliedt),
Leffrinckoucke (Fort des Dunes) and Raversyde (West-Flanders) The results of the Development
of WW2 related Tourism, specifically the regional routes and app and the information materials
for use on WW2 heritage sites and museums The cross border historic publication Occupied
Coast (in 3 languages), based on more than 100 interviews with eye witnesses The website
with routes, maps, inventories, interviews and historical accounts

What were the effects / outcomes for the territories involved?
A. The oral history, eye-witness stories and physical remains complete the insight and
understanding of the interrelated course and impact of WW2 on the targeted sites in the
participating regions.This information is made available for the general public on the project's
website. B. The physically preserved and managed WW2 heritage assets area make sites and
the heritage they represent accessible to the public so that they are an experience to be lived
both by local communities and tourists C. Education of and information for the public about the
WW2 history in the participating regions and targeted sites is provided through leaflets,
interpretative shields webquest and pilots and local communities were included as key actors in
preserving this heritage. D. Development of the economic potential of the WW2 heritage and
assets by supporting their exploitation for the tourism sector through capacity building and
infrastructure both physically and digitally E. The project and its achievements were made
known to the wider community of heritage and tourism actors in the 2 Seas area by
Newsletters, press appearances, leaflets and website

■ Distinctiveness
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What was the real added-value of doing this cross-border project?
Cross-border cooperation was essential for the successful and effective delivery of this project.
The heritage assets from WW2 in the 4 countries thus far have always been approached in
isolation. There is evident added value from heritage, academic, and regional development
perspectives need to interpret this heritage in conjunction. The real added value is knowledge
exchange. The partners of the consortium have a lot of complementary expertise in managing,
interpreting and exploiting WW2 heritage. By pooling their resources, partners can benefit from
a much broader spectrum of expertise not available in each of the individual partner regions.

Have any synergies been developed with other projects or networks?
We have not developed synergies with other European projects or networks. We did try to
make a Cluster project with a 2 Seas project on WWI, but did not succeed. The outcomes of our
project however can be used in a wide field of historic research and WWII tourism. We made
contact with many organisations and specifically during our conferences we have inspired them
to develop a future project on WWII related heritage, which created possibilities for future
cooperation in networks and projects.

What are the key messages , key lessons learned you would like to share?
Interreg projects are a great tool to realise your ideas/policy in a better way than you could
have without the knowledge and best practice exchanges of a cross border project. Make sure
that partners have the necessary skills to execute the actions and management of the project.
Make work of planning and internal communication.
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■ Project Information

Title World War 2 Heritage
Total project budget € 3 998 640
ERDF € 1 999 320

Priority & objective
Priority 3 d. Promote, enhance and conserve the common heritage
and cultural partnerships, including development of creativity and
design and joint cooperation between the media

Timeframe 2010-02-01 - 2014-09-30
Lead partner Provincie Zeeland
Project Coordinator Conny BOERSMA(cj.boersma@zeeland.nl)
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